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Statement Of The Problem
The purpose of this study is to construct and evaluate
a quick perception method for the systematic review of the
pre -primer and primer vocabulary of the Alice and Jerry
Reading Foundation Series.
In planning, it was necessary, first, to determine
the vocabulary; second, to construct carefully graded
contextual material for each word in the vocabulary; third,
to conduct a systematic review with matched experimental
and control groups; finally, it was necessary to compare the





Valent ius was one of the earliest investigators
to be interested in perceptual studies in reading. He
believed that every letter was separately perceived, even




Lehrbuch der Physiologic. Reviewed by
Schmidt, V/illiam A., "An Experimental Study in the Psychology
of Reading." Supplementary Educational Monographs, University
of Chicago Press, April, 1917.
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Cattell conducted an experiment, the purpose of
which was to discover the time we usually require to see
and name an object. He concluded that while one idea is
in the center, two, three or four additional ideas may he
in the background of consciousness. The second letter in
view shortens the time about l/40 of a second, the third
l/60, the fourth l/lOO, the fifth l/soo of a second,
"Of the three processes involved in a reaction the willing
precedes the perception and apperception,” We see a letter
before we actually see what it is. We may say a word
before we have really perceived it, as certain characteristics
in the word instigate the accustomed response. It requires
no longer time to see and name a word aloud than to see and
name a letter. Words in sentences are seen and spoken
more rapidly than words in isolation. With practice we
can recognize and name words in less time than it requires to
recognize and name pictures.
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Cattell was one of the first investigators to
determine that it is possible for the eye to see several
letters or even several words at one time. He found that
on an average consciousness ¥r« can at one time grasp four
numbers, three or four letters, two words, or a sentence
composed of four words. Three times as many letters when
they make words can be grasped as when they have no
connection. Twice as many words can be grasped when
they make a sentence as when they have no connection.
Thus he concludes that we do not perceive by successive
letters, but rather by word, phrase or sentence,
£
In 1893 Goldscheider and Muller experimented with
short exposures. The material they exposed varied from a
group of strokes to whole sentences. They point out
that certain letters and letter complexes are more powerful
than others in determining the recognition of words. They
called these "determining letters" and the others "indiffer
ent ones," Most of the "determining letters" being initial
letters and consonants except when a vowel forms a syllable
by itself. They found that these "determining letters" are




2. Goldscheider A,, and Muller, R. F,, "Zur Physiologic und
Pathologic des Lesens" Reviewed by Tinker Miles A,,
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more important in the recognition of words than other factors
because they give characteristic form to the word. Their
most significant finding was that reading is not done purely
by word wholes but rather it 'varies" with conditions.
Sometimes it goes on by word wholes and then again by letter,
according to the familiarity of the material being read,
1
Griffing in his investigations endeavored to discover
"some of the conditions which determine the ability to
receive and retain a number of simultaneous retinal
impressions." He experimented with short exposures of ten
groups of capital letters. These letters were arranged to be
equally legible according to Cattell's studies of legibility.
The subjects ranged from primary to college students. He
found that "this ability to receive and retain a number of
simultaneous retinal impressions is a function of the
individual *s growth," He said that the average number seen
in one trial by an adult was about three whereas children
from seven to nine saw, but one. He also concluded that
accuracy of perception and reproduction depends to some extent
«
upon the attention, "Although we cannot assume that the
average number of letters seen by an observer measures his
power of attention, the mean variation from the average of the
1, Griffing, Harold, "On the Hevelopmtffit of Visual Perception
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6num'bers seen in the different experiments is presumably due
principally at least, to variations in the attention*
1 .
Erdmann and Dodge in their studies on perception
uphold the finding of Cattell* Their results led them to
conclude that it is the whole word form rather than
characteristic letters or letter groups that are fundamental
in the perceptual process in reading* They found that words
could he recognized, when lying too far from the fixation
point to permit recognition of the component letters. Words
could also he recognized when composed of such small letters
that they could not he recognized individually. Some words
could he recognized at distances where the single letters could
not he identified. Long words or those of optically
characteristic form were more easily identified. Words of
four letters were named more quickly than single letters, and
words of eight, twelve and sixteen letters needed comparative-
ly little more time. The longest words needing only about
1/5 more time than the shortest.
1, Erdmann B., and Dodge, R,, Psychologische Untersuchungen
uher das Lesen auf Experimenteller Grundlage
,
Reviewed ty
Euey, Edmund The Psychology of Reading, Macmillan.
73 - 74, 1908.
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Zeitler engaged in elaborate tachistoscopic studies at
the University of Leipsie, He made more than six thousand
exposures. He agreed with Goldscheider and Muller in that he
concluded that the perception of words is made by characteris-
tic letters and letter syllable complexes rather than by total
form. However, he differed from these writers in the respect
that he believed "that visual rather than auditory imagery
aids in completing the perceptual process,"
£
Messmer conducted a series of investigations at the
University of Zurich during the year 1903, His results
agree with those of Goldscheider, Muller and Zeitler in that
he found that "the perception process in reading is mediated
for a certain type of reader by dominating letters and letter
complexes and that there is a wandering of attention over
these." He classifies his readers into two types, the
objective and the subjective. He found that the objective
reader's attention fluctuates, but slightly. This type of
reader perceives by successively combining. The subjective
reader's attention wanders and he apperceives words from the
1, Zeitler J,, Tachist oscopische Versuche ubgr das Tipaen
Reviewed by Schmidt, William A,, "An Experimental
Study In The Psychology of Reading ," Supplementary
Educational Monographs, University of Chicago Press,
April, 1917.
. Messmer, 0., "Zur Psychologic des Lesens bei Kinder
und Erwachsenen"
,
Reviewed by Huey, Edmund E,, The
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total character of the word form. Messmer made a very
thorough analysis of "determining letters" and letter groups.
Each letter is considered to have the following three
characteristics: height, breadth and geometrical form.
When letters are combined into words these characteristics
are united into one word form. Height is of more importance
than breadth as it supplies the characteristic outline.
1
Huey found in his experiments that the first half of
a word is of more importance for recognition than the last
half. He conducted an experiment in which he had readers
read passages from which the first half was removed and
then the second half. It was found that more words were
recognized and with greater rapidity when the first halves
were read than when the last half alone remained, Huey also
believes that the upper half of a word is more important
for perception than the lower half,
2
Dearborn's conclusions agree with those of Cattell and
of Erdmann and Dodge, His data points out that we perceive
1, Huey, Edmund B,, "Preliminary Experiments in the




2, Dearborn, Walter F., The Psychology of Reading
«
Columbia
University Contributions to Philosonhy and Psychology,
Vol. 14, Uo. 1.
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by vtord wholes and larger units. He states that certain
dominating letters or other peculiarities may serve as clues*
Some readers appear to perceive in larger wholes and complexes
than others due to the difference in the span of attention.
1 .
Whipple conducted two sets of experiments to determine
the effect of practice upon quick visual perception. The
first experiment dealt with range of attention. He found that
the average limit of the range of attention is between four
and five impressions. He also concluded that range of
attention was not affected by practice. In the second set
of experiments he dealt with range of apprehension. He
states that ”a qualitative analysis shows that performance is
conditioned by numerous factors of which the most important are
native capacity, degree of attention, specific capacity for
given types of material, ease of assimilation of the material
shown, obstruction or distraction, ideational type, voluntary
restriction of observation and grouping."
2
.
Payne conducted an investigation with 400 elementary
school children in grades two through five. The purpose of
the study was to establish norms for short exposures
1. Whipple, Guy M.
,
"The Effect of Practise Upon the Range of
Visual Attention and of Visual Apprehension," Journal of
Educational Psychology, 10: 249 - 262, 1910.
2, Payne, Cassie S., The Derivation of Tentative Horms for
Short Exposures in Reading, Harvard University Press.
58-59.
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in reading* Words and phrases were presented in a
tachistoscope with an exposure speed of one-tenth of a
second. Payne states that it is impossible to determine how
much a child sees in a given fixation. The chief difficulty
is not in the amount that can be seen at one fixation or in
the way it is seen, but in automatizing the right response*
"To say one word is more difficult than another is the
equivalent of saying it has not been learned so well*"
The amount of reading which can be responded to accurately
depends upon the training and maturity of the reader* "A
superior reader in the third grade may be able to report as
many letters in certain long words as an average reader in
the fifth grade and yet from lack of experience be unable
to pronounce the word or attach any meaning to it.”
1 .
Ehehr concluded in his study that reading efficiency
depends to a large extent upon the individual *s familiarity
with words as symbols and his store of ideas and meanings*
"Efficiency of reading seems to depend largely upon central
rather than peripheral factors*"
2 *
Smith conducted a study in 1941, the purpose of which
was to develop and evaluate a method of quick perception in
1* Enehr, Charles A*, "The Effects of Monocular Vision on
Measures of Reading Efficiency and Perceptual Span,"
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 29: 13S-154, August,
2, Smith, Geraldine F*, "Development and Evaluation of a
Quick Perception Method in Beginning Reading," Unpublished
Ed* M* Thesis, Boston University. 1941
»
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beginning reading. She employed a systematic revie^^• with a
1 .
vocabulary selected from the Hew Work Play Books by Gates
and co-authors. The vocabulary was embodied in contextual
materials and the words and phrases were projected on a
screen by means of a daylight slide projector to which a
variable shutter had been attached. The experiment was
conducted with 100 first grade children, who were divided
into two groups. She found that the difference between
the gains made by the two groups was significantly in favor
of the experimental group,
2 ,
Maiorano is a similar systematic review based on the
vocabulary of the Gray, Baruch and Montgomery pre -primers
3 .
and primer also found significant gains in favor of the
experimental group.




2, Maiorano, Boris I., "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception
Method for Systematic Review on Primer Vocabulary,"
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1945.
3, Published by Scott, Foresraan and Company,
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Prario "based her study on the vocabulary from the
2 .
Alice and Jerry Reading Foundation Series. In her study
she analyzed the results of a quick perception method in
teaching a vocabulary to grade one, instead of as a means
of review as studied by Smith and Maiorano. She used a
tachistoscope as a quick flash device.
This study relates closely to those of Smith and
liaiorano in that it is a systematic review of a vocabulary,
with emphasis on meaning stressed by contextual clues as a
means of attaining quick perception of words and phrases.
However, in this study the pre-primer and primer vocabulary
of the Alice and Jerry Reading Foundation Series was
employed. A tachistoscope was used as a quick flash device.
1. Prario, Virginia S., An Evaluation of a Quick Perception
Method in Teaching a Reading Vocabulary to Grade One,"
Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1945.
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This proTolem required the study and construction
of the following materials: first, selection of vocabulary;
second, construction of carefully graded contextual material
which would emphasize meaning as well as rapid perception
of words; third, construction of two Oral Heading Inventory
Tests; fourth, construction of two Silent Heading Inventory
Tests; fifth, construction of a tachist oscope to he used as
a quick flash device*
Selection of Vocabulary
The exercises developed in this study were built on
1 .
vocabulary selected from the pre-primers Rides and Slides ,
Here and There and the primer Hay In and Hay Out of the
Alice and Jerry Reading foundation Series. this being
the reading system used in the city where the study was
conducted. The vocabulary/ was checked with a minimum
essential vocabulary for primary grades. The list used as a
2
.
check was one compiled by Hurrell. The final list const itut
ed one hundred sixty words. Eighteen lessons were constructed
1. Published by Row Peterson and Company 1936
2. Hurrell, Honald H., The Improvement of Basic Reading
Abilities
, World Book Company, 345 - 350, 1940.
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with nine words being reviewed each day for seventeen days
and seven words on the eighteenth day. The vocabulary was





here like jump little
I to on morning
go and what with
one said good father
two a had ran
three ride train me
up come in he
down want big did
look mother boat brown
5. 6. 7. 8.
something can store it
she too went man
my name got not
play is red pretty
this see blue window
you walk cap yes
may at do oh
have home green ball
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9. 10. 11. 12.
fly dog rain could
new was for all
coat hole into say
laughed get am surprise
please out city away
so came who call
hut will stopped now
find of girl they
box happy that her
13. 14. 15. 16.
animals Just how word
eat rabbit his funny
ate lived night gave
old day open same
started garden by Mr.
are stay we doors
talk white again him
vlsh very next many
bird run must round
>,7“
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Description of Contextual Materials
The vocabulary was then embodied in sentences of the
17
following three graduated levels of context.
Level I Obvious clues. These clues were sensitive or
Level II Partial clues. Here the context offered only
partial clues so the level of perception was
raised. However , -meaning narrowed the choice
and if the child was at all familiar with the
formation of the word he could recognize it.
For example This is the way to catch a ball
.
Level III Ho clue. In this stage perceptual difficulty
example, Watch the baby elephant walk.
The vocabulary from each lesson was grouped into
phrases and presented with context, but no clue. This step
was the most difficult because again the words must be supplier
from actual recognition.
A review of each day’s work was constructed on Level
highly accurate in context 'so that the word
could be supplied from auditory perception
alone. For example ,—Tom and Dick made a fire
truck. They painted it bright red.
was raised to the point where context, but no
clue was given. The child had to supply the
word from visual perception alone. For
III — context but no clue.
All the clues on Level I were read to a group of six
,;•-
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first grade children who did not participate in the
experiment. If the correct word was not supplied the clue
was discarded and a new one constructed.
The following is a sample of a typical lesson, A
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I Present words with obvious clue
here Oh, listen to the sparrows cheer,
For spring will soon he here ,
I Jane said, "I like the funny clowns best.”
Jack said, ”So do I."
go Boh put up a swing.
It was very low.
He gave it a push.
To see it go »
II Simple flash
go here I.
III Present words with obvious clue
one Joan has two kittens, hut Jerry has Just one .
two One and one are two ,
three How quickly the fairies did flee.
When the clock struck three ,
IV Simple flash
three one two .
V Present words with partial clue
here "Herchug, Herchug," said Mr, Frog.
Spring is here ,
"Who is there?" asked Jack,
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go Mrs. Duck said to her little one,
"Where did Father Duck go?"
^ YI Present i;cords with obvious clue
up Goldilocks ate Little Bear*s porridge all up .
down Jack broke his crown,
When he fell down .
look Before we cross the street, we must stop and look .
YII Simple flash
look up down
YIII Present words with partial clue
one When Peter looked at the puppies, he said, "I
like this one."
two A snail has only one foot, hut he has two eyes,
three When Goldilocks saw the hears' beds she tried all
three
.
IX Present words with no clue
here We will plant the tree here
.
I Sally is not as tall as
go It is time to go .
X Present words with partial clue
) up To see the stars you must look up
.
down Jack was trying to pull his kite down .
look I am sure you can see the tadpoles tails if you
look.
i-
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XI Present words no clue
one Jack caught that one «
two Mother looked at the caps.
She said, "I will buy two
three When Bob saw the boats he wanted all three.
XII Present words with no clue
up Ted did not want to get up .
down The squirrel came down ,
look Peter would not look.
XIII Present phrases
"Watch," said Peter Cottontail, "Here I go ."
Oh, see the tadpoles! There are one, two, three
.
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Two Oral Reading Inventory Tests were constructed by the
writer. Each contained approximately one hundred eighty words.
Almost identical vocabulary was used in both tests. One test
was administered at the beginning of the experiment and the
other at the conclusion of the eighteen lessons. The in-
structor was supplied with individual test sheets for each
child on which she recorded the time and number of errors.
The tests were made into small booklets for the children in
order to facilitate handling. Two booklets were supplied to
each teacher as these were individual tests.
Two Silent Reading Inventory Tests were also constructed.
Each contained twenty multiple choice questions. One test was
given at the beginning and one at the conclusion of the
experiment
.
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Description of Quick Flash Device
As the Experimental Group was to he taught by three
different teachers in widely separated sections of the city
it was necessary to employ a tachistoscope of home
construction as a quick flash device. This was constructed
from oak tag. The sides were bound together with mending
tape
,
Eighteen word cards were prepared for each teacher.
Slant lettering was used on the cards as this is the type of
writing employed in all first grades in the city where the
experiment was conducted. The nine words for each lesson
were written on the front of the card and the phrases on the
reverse side.
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Six schools ^ere selected for the organization of the
Experimental and Control Groups, Three teachers instructed
the Experimental and three the Control Group. There were
fifty-six children in each group, all selected hy the teachers
from among those who had encountered difficulty in the
mastery of this vocabulary.
Experimental Group
Two conferences were held hy the writer with the teachers
of this group. The program of instruction was outlined and
the use of the tachistoscope explained. Each teacher practiced
with the tachistoscope until she was able to expose the words
for approximately one -tenth of a second. The testing
procedure was outlined.
During the first week of the experiment each child was
given the Oral Reading Inventory Test, The teacher recorded
all errors. Any word that was miscalled, not recognized or
hesitated on for more than a few seconds was listed as an
error. The time required to read the test was also recorded.
The Silent Reading Inventory Test I was also administered
to each child at this time.
At the conclusion of the initial test period a second
conference was held to check on the results and any questions
that had arisen.
This group was then given ten minutes of systematic
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review for eighteen days, as outlined in the lessons
constructed hy the writer. The teacher read each of the
context clues, exposing the word or phrase on the tachist oscope
The final Oral and Silent Reading Inventory Tests were
given at the conclusion of the review period.
Control Group .
A conference was held with the three teachers of this
group at which the testing procedure was described. An
outline of the vocabulary was supplied to each teacher.
After the initial Silent and Oral Reading Tests were
given these teachers reviewed the vocabulary in any way they
determined most desirable to fit their pupils needs. The
review was conducted ten minutes a day for eighteen days at
the conclusion of which the final Oral and Silent Reading
Inventory Tests were given.
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An analysis of the data was laade to show:
1, The equality of the two groups on the initial
tests*
£. The gains made hy each group during the study*
3, A comparison of the gains made hy both groups
as shown on the final tests.
The groups were matched for oral reading errors, oral
reading speed and silent reading ability.
When the material was analyzed by the writer it was
found that the time had not been recorded accurately on some
of the tests. It was necessary to eliminate these cases so
the writer in the evaluation of the material used twenty
eases from each group, matching them closely on the basis of
the initial tests.
Comparison of the Two Groups on the Initial Tests*
TABLE I


















I 20 26*15 9.45 2.11
Control I 20 27 * 60 9.71 I. 2-1'^
1.45 3*03 • 00
This table shows a comparison of the two groups on the
initial Oral Reading Inventory Test* The mean number of errors
for the Experimental Group was 26.15 as compared with 27.60 for
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the Control Group. This denotes a difference of only 1.45
errors in favor of the Experimental Group. The critical
ratio of .48 indicates this difference is not significant.
TABLE II
Rate of Words Read Per liinute hy Both Groups on Oral Reading
Test I—
Group
Test Ro. Mean fS.B. S.E,
m











Control I 20 , Oo
1
9.35 2,09
Table II shows the rate of words read per minute on the
first Oral Reading Inventory Test. The mean rate of speed for
the Experimental Group was 29,05, with 27.00 for the Control
Group, The difference of 2,05 words per minute was in favor
of the Experimental Group, This difference is not significant
as is shown hy the critical ratio of ,74.
TABLE III
Correct Responses hy Both Groups on Silent Reading Inventory
Test I

















Control I 20 8,05 4.93 1,10
The mean score for the Experimental Group on the Silent
Reading Inventory Test was 10,10 as compared with 8,05 for
the Coi^trol Group, The difference of 2,05 correct responses
was in favor of the Experimental Group. This difference is
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1 37 37 22 23 5 4
E E6 26 27 25 8
1
9
3 34 35 25 21 7
1
2
4 £6 25 28 23 9 7
5 28 28 26 29 6 4
6 17 17 34 48 13 12
. _
7 18 19 34 27 11 9
1
8 25 26 26 21 7 9
9 35 37 24 20 5 1






IE 50 52 20 19 0




13 24 25 26 25 14 16 i
14 25 29 24 23 12
1
4
15 28 31 24 22 9
1
8
16 18 19 34 25 18 8
17 40 44 21 22 8
1
3
18 15 17 34 25 17 13
19 14 16 33 32 16 15
£0 10 12 58 58 18 19
lilean 26*15 27.60 29.05 27.00 ' 10.10 8.05
^The above table shows a comparison of the individual
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scores on the initial tests.
Therefore tables I, II, III and lY indicate that there
were no significant differences between the Experimental and
the Control Groups at the beginning of the study. The slight
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26.15 9.45 2.11
19.50 2,32 8.41
Exper, II 20 6.65 4.30 .96
Examination of the Gains Made “by the Experimental Group.
TABLE V
Errors Made "by Experimental Group on Oral Reading Inventory
3E
The above table shows that the mean score for the
Experimental Group "was 26*15 on the initial test and 6.65 on
the final test. This indicates a decrease of 19.50 errors in
oral reading after the completion of the systematic review. The
critical ratio of 8.41 Indicates that this difference is
significant.
TABLE VI




Eo Biff, of M.l S.E. 'Critical
diff . RatioGroup






20 29.05 !8.07 !1.81
Exper, II 20 47.45 6.14 1.37
18.40 ' 2.27 I 8.11
I !
The mean number of words read per minute by the
Experimental Group on Test I was 29.05 and on Test II was
47.45, This denotes a gain of 18*40 words per minute. The
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20 16,95 3,14 ,70
TeBle six shows a significant increase in the number of
correct responses on the final Silent Reading Inventory Test,
The mean for Test I ^as 10,10 as compared with 16,95 on
Test II, This denotes a gain of 6,85 correct responses. The
critical ratio of 5.44 indicates that this gain is significant.
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1 37 12 i 22 37 5 8
2 26 5 ' 27 44 8 18
3 34 13 * 25 38 7
_15
4 25 11 28 48 9 14
5 28 8 26 45 6 17
6 17 2 34 53 13 19
7 18 4 34 50 11 18
8 25 6 26 42 7 18
9 35 8 24 48 5 16
10 26 14 34 35 9 13
11 28 3 27 50 10 20
1
12 50 10 20 48 0 13
1
13 24 0 26 54 14
!
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1 3 34 51 18 19
i
17 40 10 21 50 8 15
18 15 !~ 7
i
34 58 17 20
19 14 0
!
33 50 16 20 i
20 10 8 58 58 18 20
^6an 26.15 6.65 29.05 47.46 10.10 16.95
This table shows a comparison of the individual Scores of
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the Experimental Group on the initial and final tests.
Tables V, VI, VII and VIII indicate that the Experimental
Group made significant gains in all the phases tested.
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TABLE IX
Group Test So Mean S.D, S,E.
m




Control I 20 27,60 9,71 2,17
13,30 2,56 5,20
Control
-IIJ 20 14,30 6,06 1,36
An examination of the above table shOT?rs that there xas a
decrease of 13,30 errors in oral reading by the Control Group.
The mean score for Test I was 27.60 as compared with 14,30 for
Test II, The critical ratio of 5,20 shows that the difference
is statistically significant.
TABLE X























The Control Group made a gain of 12,50 words per minute
in the final oral test. The mean number of words read per
minute on Test I was 27,00 and 39,50 on Test II. The critical
ratio of 4,55 shows that this was a significant gain.
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The Control Group made an increase of 5.60 correct
responses in the final Silent Reading Inventory Test, The
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1 37 20 23 32 4 10
2 26 17 25 52 9 12
3 35 18 21 34 2 10
25 13 23 30 7 12
5
t
28 14 29 42 4 13
6 17 7 48 53 12 18
7 19 9 27 44 9 14
8 26 12 21 36 9 15
9 37 23 20 31 1 6
10 28 16 23 36 8 13
11 29 10 29 42 9 15 i
12 31 19 30
.
1 5
13 25 10 25 55 16 20
14 29 15 23 35 4 11
_15_ 31 L 15 22 45 8 16
16 19 13
^
25 33 8 16





19 16 8 32 34
, M ^
20 12 5 58 51 ^^
_19 20
Mean. 27.60 14.30 27.00 39.50 8.05 13.65
This table shoijcs a comparison of the individual
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XI and XII therefore indicate that the
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Comparison of the Gains Eade by tlie
Experimental and Control Groups
TABLE XIII
Errors Made By Both Groups on Oral Reading Inventory Test II
Group Test Eo. Mean S.D. S.E.
m.







II 20 6,65 4.30 ,96
7,65 1.66 4.61
Control II 20 14,30 6,06 1.36
i
The mean number of errors for tlie Experimental Group on
the final oral test vras 6.65 as compared vfith 14,30 for the
Control Group. The difference of 7,65 shows a suBstantial gain
in favor of the Experimental Group. The critical ratio of 4.61
is statistically significant,
TABLE XIV
Rate of Words Read Per lillnute hy Both Groups on Oral Reading
Test II




Exper, II 20 47,45 6.14 1.37
7.95 2.26 3.52
pontrol II 20 39.50 8.00 1,79
The above table shows that the mean number of words read
I per minute on the final oral reading test was 47,45 for the
I
Experimental Group and 39,50 for the Control Group, This
1 denotes a superiority of 7,95 words read per minute in favor
j
of the Experimental Group, The critical ratio of 3.5E indicates
: that this gain is significant.
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Correct Responses By Both Groups on Silent Reading Inventory
Test II
Group Test Eo Mean S.D. S .E
,
m






II 20 16.95 3,14 ,70
1
1.14 2.89
Control II 20 13.65 4,02 ,90
The above table shows the results of the Silent Reading
[j
;
Inventory Test II, The results indicate a superiority of 3,30 !
correct responses in favor of the Experimental Group, The '
I
mean score for the Experimental Group was 16 #95 as compared with'
13.65 for the Control Group, The critical ratio of 2.89 indi-
I
cates that this difference Is not statistically significant. '
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5 17 44 52
i
18 1 12








5 1 8 JU
__
45 42 17 13
S
,
2 7 53 53 19 18
7 4 9 50 44 18 14
8 6 12 42 36 18 15
9 8 23 48 31 16 6
10 14 16 35 36 13 13
11
_3 10 50 42 20 15
12
1




0 10 54 55 20 20
14
1
0 15 46 35 20 11
15
i 9 15 44 45 . 16 16
16 3 12 51 33 19 16
17 10 21 50 35 15
18 7 10 58 45 20 18
19 0 8 50 34 20 17
20 8 5 58 51 20 20
Mean F 6.65 14.30 47.45 39.50 16.95 13.65
This table shows a comparison of the individual scores of
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the Experimental and Control Groups on the final measures.
Tables XIII, XIV, XV and XVI show that the Experimental
Group made superior gains in all the phases tested.
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The purpose of the study is to construct and evaluate a
quick perception method for the systematic review of a
vocabulary in beginning reading.
The exercises developed in this study were built on
vocabulary selected from the pre -primers and the primer of
the Row Peterson Series. As the material was to be used with
children who had encounted difficulty in the mastery of this
vocabulary the words were checked with a minimum essential
vocabulary. The final list consisted of one hundred sixty
words.
The vocabulary was embodied in context clues of three
graduated levels emphasizing meaning as well as word usage.
These clues when supplied by the instructor served as a means
of stimulating rapid visual perception of the desired word.
A tachistoscope of home construction was employed as a
quick flash device.
Two Oral Reading Inventory Tests were constructed by the
writer. Each consisted of approximately one hundred eighty
words. In these tests almost identical vocabulary was used.
One test was administered at the beginning and one at the
conclusion of the experiment*
Two Silent Reading Inventory Tests were also built.
These consisted of twenty multiple choice questions*
YI T
v*t rt(3gr^.S
s o^ajjIav 3 ijas -toiJitanoo o:^ si a vJ- “to ^zo^izsiq, axil.
3 xo walvai: oltscia^fH^a arft io^ 6oritijf»i noii'q;ao't?i ;iuji:ij’p





no ^Ilud viDiJ^a 3irf^ xri: lioqolarab sastioi^xa aifl
'io tcoidIti 3-1^' Jbno aiainJt'tsi- ^ X3[ ad;l uioT'i i)ai‘03l33 iialxidBOOv
d*lK b^BV 3d of asv adJ aA .aai'xaK nosiaJ^a'i 7/oH adif
aXdi- lo vx3-a®^ aaJniJOona Xsd od^ na-Lfclido
laXJl’naaad fluaiflXnlin a dtX<v dajfoado 9i9<y ao'XO'^ adil ’^xaXxjdBoov
^tila lia-xxixijjd aflo to xadalanoo XaXI laaTl >dT . rr^Iwd^iocv
,ai>iow
33 ^df to aax'Xo f:^9daoo ni jb^rhocfaia easr -ctaXoiBOOT adT
. 93 HJBU ino .7 ae IIsj? aa 3xiXsi33dqfl!9 3l3V5i joadsodfl-tB
8X13331 a aa bd'«’*i9*a -jiofoisifsiat 3 if 'cd JjdXIqqxjfii asdit saulo ssaJ?
.L-ron batraaJj ddf to rroXJveoi^q Xstjalv biqs’i ^nMalumiJ-s to
3 aa bi-vOlqtno saw rcc ita/xx^anoo 9xnori tc ^qooao^eidoi'^t A
.
-30ivai Jaalt dolx/p
jdi zd hsfjjjrfsaoo 3z3v fid’ao'S ^4io^xT3\'nI BdiiasH XaiO owT
.jci^to L 3 xx;'I;>i ^nc y.ioXaraliuOtqqo to b9fal3nco ifoaa .13X1x77
.taax; ser ''I'^XtiiaooT laollnoii tsoalv: atast oaddd dl .alio.?
3,tt Xa 3dc ln3 BalnrclB^cf 3:11 la Laidlalnlmla Sia.v leal ®n0
,l35(ali3qi3 3.11 tc nolRuXoflCO
.IXlui oaXa 9 *X3 W r':Xu3'^ .icl.T3vnI ^lirasa Irr^IlS owT^
*a«clli^itip 3biodL'. aXqltXam ylnaiifl to i^alalenoo eaedi!
The experiment was conducted in six different schools.
There were fifty six children in each group. Three teachers
instructed the Experimental Group and three the Control Group.
Both groups were given the initial Oral and Silent Reading
Inventory Tests. The Experimental Group was then given ten
minutes of systematic review as outlined in the lessons
constructed hy the writer. The Control Group reviewed the
same vocabulary hy the method determined hy their respective
teachers as best suited to their individual needs. At the
conclusion of the review period both groups were given the
final Oral and Silent Reading Inventory Tests.
An analysis of the data was made to show the equality of
the two groups on the initial tests, the gains made by each
group during the study, and a comparison of the gains made on
the final tests. The groups were matched for oral reading
errors, oral reading speed, and silent reading ability.
Conclusions
An examination of the results of the study ^ows that
the Experimental and Control Groups were closely matched at
the beginning of the experiment. The data reveals a sligjit
superiority in favor of the Experimental Group. However these
differences ere not significant.
During the eighteen days of experiment both groups made
significant gains in all phases.
A comparison of the final measures discloses that the
.sloorfoa drrDia'ilix) nJt fi3^o.jJ)noo Qa/r ;taamiT9qx 9 adT
&-xadoaa;t aaxdT ,qoOTS rfoi33 ni astlsltdo x±3 ittt’t otax a-rad?
.quoiG Xoij-floO add- aaTild- Xos qjjoxO lad-fraarXiaqxa adt JuaJ-ouTtaai
d/ts XstO Isttini edd" nsvXs aiay oqjjo'i^ dto3.
£T9d- rrav'i^ naad’ as^r qjjOTS Xsd-jtai7iXiaqx2 aa'T .etaaT ’j-xovnavnl
anoaaaX adt 0X fienXX.tuo as wairaa: oXd-aaiad-a^a aaXsnlci
9.i»d ba^aiv’at j.noiG Xo^-tnoO arH? . x9Xx*i4r add" \d i>9d-o OTdano'j
9V itosqaax xladd” banliyiiatai) 6odd“oa arfd '^TsXudsooT aoiaa
add* dA .ai>asxi XsL'XX7ti)ril *xX irid od bad-ins taacf as sTarfosad-
add navJt^ axaw sqnOTg ddoJ bodTjq yatrai add* aoisuXofloo
.edaal
-s^odsav-nl gnidsa/l dnaXia Jdss IstO Isci^
lo YdiXanpa add- .voda. od" adaii asjv adsb arid to sie’^'Istiij rcA
rioss' ’id adsffl eaisj^ add
,
a dead Xriddiai a -d no aqrci:^ o.vd- arid
no aiasci af£ii»3 add to aosdxaqtioo b ins ,\ibuds add- gclxi/b qjucx^
*
3Gj-l)sa‘i IsTC foi *>adodstn a’taw eqnoT^ ad™ . 3 daad Xsni'i; arfd
.^dtXids 3ui£j9i dnaXla bns ,d3a:)a ^cibsax Isio .s-ioi-ia
afTc iai XorroG
dsrid a:?or(a
-ibod-a a.id *t3 adli. a9x add ^0 no ids oi '.10x 9 nA
‘
da badod-ain iXaaoXo 3T9 a- aqi/OTC X*andnoO Xodiismi'raqx^ 9dd
ddgile s elsavaT - dab . ^jaiaixaqxa add to aoimi.t'jad add
osod^ •carjjyoH .qi/oiG X fi9cii*taqxii add to lovst ni \;di:xoi'x3q£ra
. d.-^-ioitinsla don am saonataTtib
absr? aqiKT^ ddccf dn jcni*i9qx9 *io av,eh njadd^ida odd
.as^-auq XXs nX snifi'a d-ni^ottdna ta
add dsdd EaaoXnsdb ssinaaeni Iscxxt add tc aoeX-reqjioo ^
gains made ty the Experimental Group are superior to those
of the Control Group. A summation of the data 'demonstrating
these facts follOTir:
1. On Oral Reading Errors.
In a comparison of mean scores on the final test
the Experimental Group showrs a gain of 7.65 over
the Control Group. With a critical ratio of
4.61 on this data it is apparent that this gain
is statistically significant.
2. On Orel Reading Speed.
The mean scores on the final Oral Reading Test
indicate a superiority of 7.95 words read per
minute in favor of the Experimental Group. The
critical ratio of 3.52 on this data indicates
that this difference is statistically significant.
3. On Silent Reading Ability.
In a comparison of the mean scores on the final
Silent Reading Inventory Test the Experimental
Group reveals a superiority of 3.30 correct
responses over the Control Group. The critical
ratio of 2.89 indicates that this difference is
not statistically significant.
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1. Tlie writer ^ould have demonstrated to the cooperating
teachers the planned procedure hy presenting a
typical lesson with a group of children.
2. The data would have been more accurate if the testing
had been done by one or two teachers rather than by
sis.
3. The vocabulary should have been organized into units
and oral and silent reading tests provided for each
unit
.
4. A record of each child’s progress should have been
kept, the better to permit a check for final
analysis.
5. Shorter oral reading tests would have been better
as some of the slower learners showed signs of
fatigue
.
6. The review lessons would have been more effective
if presented with partial clues.
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I Present ^ords with. oLvIotis clue
here Oh, listen to the sparrows cheer.
For spring will soon he here «
I Jane said, ”I like the fanny clowns test,”
Jack said, "So do I."
go Boh put up a swing',
It was very low.
He gave it a pushj




III Present words with obvious clue
one Joan has two kittens, hut Jerry has just one '.
two One and one are two .
three How quickly the fairies did flee.




V Present words with partial clue
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. lII . /'.i'iJ.
I is there?” asked Jack,
Jane said, "It is <
go Mrs. Duck said to her little ones,
"Where did Father Duck go?"
VI Present isords with obvious clue .
up Goldilocks ate Little Bear’s porridge all up .
dOTicn Jack broke his crown^
When he fell down .
look Before we cross the street, we must stop and look".
VII Simple flash
look up down
VIII Present words with partial clue
one T/hen Peter looked at the puppies, he said,
"I like this one
two A snail has only one foot, but he has two eyes.
three When Goldilocks saw the bears* beds, ^e tried all
three
.
IZ Present words with no clue
here We will plant the tree here .
I Sally is not as tall as
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Z Present words i?rith partial clue*
up To see the stars you must look up o
down Jack was trying to pull his kite down*
look I am sure you can see the tadpoles* tails if you look *
ZI Present words with no clue
one Jack caught that one *
two mother looked at the caps* She said, **I will buy two ***
three When Boh saw the boats he wanted all three *
ZII Present words with no clue
up Ted did not want to get up *
down The squirrel came down *
look Peter would not look *
XIII Present phrases
'**Watch,** said Peter Cottontail, **Here I go* **
Oh, see the tadpoles* There are one, two, three *
Bid Lucy look down here?
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Review of Lesson I
Present words with, no clue
here The fairies may he hiding here*
look Frisk wanted us to look at him*
down Then the puppy jumped down*
go Peter said, "I will go*"
one Uancy may take that one *
I Sly Fox said, "It is _I,"
three Mother said, "You may have three cookies*"
up The wild ducks flew up*
two Betsy has two dolls*
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Lesson II
I Present ^ords ^ith oLvlons clue
like I like tMe red cap. Whicli one do you like ?
to You may help me make Father’s hirthday cake if you
would like to ".
and Christmas is a happy time for hoys and girls.
II Simple flash
and like to
III Present words with obvious clue
said Peter did not hear what the teacher said .
a Jack has two boats - a big one and a little one".
ride Jane said, ”Y/hen I get my new bicycle I will give
you a ride ."
IV Simple flash
ride said a
V Present words with partial clue
like Uow that you know the way, you can go to visit
Grandmother as often as you like
.
to I am sure you can swim if you try to .
Jim put on his shoes and stockings.and
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VI Present words with obvious clTie «
come You will have some jolly fun.
If to our party you will come .
want Santa Claus said to Jane, ”What kind of a doll
do you want ?*^




VIII Present words with partial clue
said Bo you know what the parrot said ?
a Billy has a dog, hut I have a kitten <,
ride V/hen Father comes home we will go for a ride ‘«
IX Present words with no clue ,
like TJhieh hook do you like ?
to The ducks went ^ the river.
and This story is about fairies and elves,
X Present words with partial clue
come If we go to the heach would you like to come ?
want You may have all the pears you wantV
Mother Lucy went swimming with her Mother
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XI Present words with no clue
said This is what the hoy said ,
a I saw a bird,
ride Tom wanted a ride .
XII Present words with no clue
come The Prince hoped Cinderella would come
want What did Little Frog went?
Mother Boh is with Mother .
XIII Present phrases
Captain Jerry said, "Would Alice like to come ?
The fairies asked, "Do you want a ride ?"
"You may have a party," said Mother.
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Review of Lesson II
Present words with no clue
said V/hat do you think Farnier Brown said?
like Which dress do you like?
ride Then Jack had a ride.
want Which wagon did Tom want?
come I hope Ted can come*
and This story is about a hear and a dog.
to The puppy begged to go*
a Yellow Luck went for a walk*
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Present words with oLyIotis clue
'^i
I
jump The squirrel has a useful tail. It helps him
to jump ,
on Mother said, "Peter, it is raining so you must
put your rubbers on,"
what I saw a very queer thing on the way to school.
Can you guess what ?
Simple flash
what jump on
Present words with obvious clue
good My, but this pudding tastes good ,
had Mother didn't have much string, but ^e gave
Bob all she had ,





Present words with partial clue
jump How high that boy can jump I
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what I did not hear what Uancy said.
Present words with ohylons clue
in When Mrs. Bluebird saw the lovely nest she
hopped right in
.
big This rabbit is little
,
but that one is big ,
boat Tom went down to the pond to sail his boat .
Simple flash
boat in big
Present words with partial clue
good Milk is good for us.
had Bo you know how many dolls Sally had?
train Father was so late he missed his train .
Present words with no clue
Jump Bid you see the boy jump ?
on The yellow duck walked on.
what All Tom said was; ”What ?"
Present words with partial clue
in When it began to rain the children came in .
big An elephant is very big
.
boat The soldiers crossed the river in a boat
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XI Present words with no clue
good Miss YiThite said, "That is good «"
had 7/hat do you think Mary had?
train Ued and Bill wanted to see the new train ,
XII Present words with no clue
in Peter Hahhit hopped in,
hig Jack’s new wagon is very hig
.
boat Billy had a new hoat .
XIII Present phrases
Ted took a good jump ,
Peter had a ride in a hig hoat ,
V/hat a pretty coat Mother had on .
The puppy did not like to ride in a train ,
"My," said Tom, "Y/hat a ridel"

Review of Lesson III
Present words with no clue ,
boat Jack was playing with his 'boat ,
train Mr. Carl jumped on the train ,
jump See the puppy jump ,
good These cookies are good ,
what May just said
,
"¥hat?"
on This is the costume Jack had on
.
in All the children came in
.
big Tom’s airplane is 'big
.
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Lesson IV
I Present words vcitli oLvloas clue
little Mary is tig, but Tom is 1 it t le ,
%
morning If we are going to the beach we must get up
earlier tomorrow morning,
with Y/hat do you clean your teeth with?
II Simple flash
with little morning
III Present words with obvious clue
Father Jane walked with Mother, and Jack walked with
Father .
ran The gingerbread boy jumped out of the oven and
away he ran
.
me Peter said, "I was walking in the woods,
Uy dog Rover was with me,"
IV Simple flash
me Father ran
V Present words with partial clue
^
little Tom looked funny in Peter *s coat because it was
too little ,
morning The moving men will be here in the morn ing ,
with Mother said, "Go and see what the baby is playing
with."
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VI Present words with oIdtIous clue
he I am looking for Peter* Where is he ?
did Pid you brush your teeth this morning? I did .
brown When there isn*t enough rain the green grass
turns hr own *
VII Simple flash
brown he did
VIII Present words with partial clue
Father Red went to the circus with his Father *
ran Little Rabbit hopped out of the nest and
away he ran *
me Mr* Grasshopper said, "Would you like to
come with me?"
IZ Present words with no clue
little Jane's sister is little',
morning The doctor came in the morning *
with There is the boy Tom came with *
Z Present words with partial clue
he Your cat ran away, didn't he ?
did After Jack put a paddle wheel on his boat, do you
know what he did?
So
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ZI Present words with no clue
Father Mr, Brown talked to Father .
ran Away Little Pig ran ,
me This hoz is for me .
ill Present words with no clue
he ”I am the grandest tiger in the jungle,"
said hf .
did Billy Coon saw what the fox did .
brown Jane*s shoes are brown,
ZIII Present phrases
Frisky Tail said, "Come with me ,"
Reddy Fox could not see what he did
.
The bus was coming so Father ran
.
Mother bought Tom a brown boat.
We went to the fire station one morning
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Review of Lesson IV
Present words with no clue
with What are you playing with?
little The goslings were so little.
me Trigger jumped on me.
brown Lucy*s shoes are brown.
morning The pet show will he in the morning .
Father Please give this book to Father.
ran So away Billy Coon ran.
he How old is he?
did Lid you hear what Bushy Tail did?
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I Present words with olvions elae
something Mother said, "I haven*t anything for your
store now, hut I will find some thing ,
"
she Is that your little sister? How old is she ?




III Present words with obvious clue
play On Saturday the bells seem to say.
Oh, come and play .
this Peter may paint on that easel, and
Jane may paint on this one*




V Present words with partial clue
something When we had a pet show everyone had to
bring something *
she V/hen Haney told Mother about Tom*s new
puppy, she said, "How big is she?"
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my Little Pig said "The fox can not get
in ^ house,
VI Present words with obvious clue
may The birds and flowers seem to say.
Oh, this is the lovely month of May ,
have "Oh, Grandmother," said little Red
Riding Hood,
"What big teeth you have I
"
saw The little puppy in the straw.
Is the one Jack saw ,
VII Simple flash
saw may have
VIII Present words with partial clue
play Which game did you play ?
this Jane looked at the book.
She said, "I can read this",
you Sally said, "Mother, may I go with you?"
IX Present words with no clue
something All the children tried to do someth ing ,
she How tall is she ?
my Please sharpen ^ pencil.
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X Present words with partial clue
may When I asked if I might go to the party.
Mother said, "Yes you may .”
have What kind of a costume did you have ?
saw When we went for a "bird walk, how many
orioles do you think we saw?
XI Present words with no clue
play The kittens wanted to play .
this How did May do this ?
you The goblins will catch you .
XII Present words with no clue ,
may I think Ted may go.
have Please send all the pictures you have .




I have a new game you may play .
Little Pig was sure she saw something
.
The puppy wanted to go with Father
.
Tom said, "Peter may have my boat .”
How happy everyone is this morning .
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Review of Lesson V




Please come to ^ party,
something The man lost s ome thing «
Tom said he gave the hammer to yon ,






Jack said, "Where is she?"
The grasshopper jnst wanted to play .
Can yon do this?
Miss Brown said, "Yes, yon may ."
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I Present Tcords witli oLvlons clue
* can The gingerbread boy said, "Catch me if you can ."
too Y/hen Alice saw Peter’s new cap, she wanted one
too ,
name Peter was lost. The policeman said to him,
"What is your name ?"
II Simple flash
name can too
III Present words with obvious clue
is A thermometer tells how hot or cold it is ,
see I saw five tadpoles . How many did you see ?
walk Father missed the bus so he had to walk ,
IV Simple flash
walk is see
V Present words with partial clue
can Please be as quiet as you can ,
too Jerry ran to Mr, Carl's house. His puppy
went too.
name Bob gave his new pet a very funny name
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Present words with oTjyIous clue
at Here are some new pictures to look at
home After Frisky ran away he soon wished he
were home .
the The cow Jumped over the moon.
Simple flash
the at home
Present words with partial clue
is What a fine day it is l
see The hahy picked every dandelion she could see ,
walk Yellow Duck took her little ducks for a walk .
Present words with no clue
can Do as much as you can.
too Sally went to the circus, too.
name That is the funny clown*s name
Present words with partial clue
at What hook were you looking at ?
home Ann was so tired, she wanted to go home
,
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XI Present words witli no clue
is How jolly Billy is.
see Y/hich doll did you see?
walk Y/atch the baby elephant walk.
XII Present words with no clue
at Jack saw Farmer Brown the store.
home Cottontail ran home.
the This story is about the Indians.
XIII Present phrases
Sam asked, "Do you think Mother is at home?"
Farmer Brown said, "The haby colt can walk too .
I think Trigger is a good name ,
I hope you can see this.
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Keview of Lesson VI
Present Tcords with no cine
name Ezra is the elephant *s name*
walk All the dncks went for a walk.
the Come and see the turtle.
can Come home as soon as you can.
too All the funny little goslings came too
is How happy the puppy is I
see Y/hich "boat did Tom see?
at V/hat was Mr. Frog looking at?
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Present words wltli oTpyIous clue
store We "bought the fish for the acq.uarium at
Mr. Brown *s store .
went The snow man melted. Bo you know where he
went ?
got Mother looked in Billy's hani and said,
"What have you got ?"
Simple flash
got store went
Present words with obvious clue.
red Tom and Bick made a fire truck. They
painted it red
.
blue It is a beautiful day. The sky is very blue .
oap Bill is a funny little ehap^
Who likes to wear his father's sailor cep .
Simple flash
red blue
Present words with partial clue
store I got these cookies at Miss Betsy's store
.
went The egg disappeared out of the magician's
hat. I wonder where it went.
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got I have six marbles* How many has Jane got?
VI Present words with obvlons clue
do ”0h," said Miss Betsy Blue,
”How do you do?"
green Automobiles go when the traffic light is green *
house This little toy mouse,
Is fun to have in any house ,
VII Simple flash
house do green
VIII Present words with partial clue
red The sun made Jack*s face red ,
blue Mary's eyes are blue .
cap Billy put on his new cap ,
IX Present words with no clue
store Ted ran to the store ,
went This is the way Yellow Duck went ,
got Guess what Jack got ?
X Present words with partial clue
do I finished all my work. How much did you do?
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house The harn was bigger than the house
XI Present words with no clue .
red May*s playhouse* is red «
blue The doll’s coat is blue ,
cap Pete lost his cap .
XII Present words with no clue
do Y^hat did Little Bear do?
green Jack’s ball is green ,
house Tabby ran into the house .
XIII Present phrases
The clowns suit was red and blue
.
The rabbits lived in a green house
.
Ted and Lucy went in the big store
.
The funny monkey got the cap.
Then the prince went on.
Can your pet do this?
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Review of Lesson VII
Present words with no clue
got Do you Imow what Ted got?
cap liir. Vinegar had a funny cap
house This is Mary’s house.
store This is a good store.
went I wonder where Sally went.
red My pencil hox is red.
blue Their flag is "blue.
do What did the fairies do?
green The elves were dressed in green
i;?:
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Present yords Tcith obvlons cine
it First -?7e Lind the maypole, Then we
unwind it .
man Ted’s Father is a very tall man ,
not T/hen Peter started to touch the robin’s eggs.
Mother said, ’’You must not ."
Simple flash
not it man
Present words with obvious clue
pretty Sally’s new dress is very pretty.
windows Y/hen Alice end Ted ride on the train they
like to look out of the windows .
yes Miss Y/hite asked, "Do we cross the street




Present words with partial clue
it See the butterfly. Frisk tried to catch it.
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man He Is such a kind man o
not The Little Red Hen said, "Ho you will
not ,"
Present words with ohvlous clue
Oh When Jerry saw the beautiful new wagon
all he could say was, "Oh"
hall It is Tom*s turn to hat the hall ,
then We will go to the farm Wednesday,
Can you go then?
Simple flash
then oh hall
Present words with partial clue
pretty The flowers are pretty ,
windows Our playhouse has four windows .
yes Mary asked Mother if the squirrels tail was
useful. She said, **Yes ."
Present words with no clue
it The Postman wanted to see it.
man Lid you see the tall man?
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Present words ^ith partial clue
When the children saw the rainbow they
said, "OhI"
hall This is the right way to catch a hall ,
then The car will he here at six o* clock.
Will you he ready then?
Present words with no clue
pretty That sweater is pretty ,
window Mr, White is fixing our windows .
yes Do you think the king will say yes ?
Present words with no clue
oh All the hoys said, "Oh I"
hall Martha found a hall ,
then The children are going then .
Present phrases
The princess saw it then
.
All the queer little man said was, "Oh, yes ,"
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Please shut the door, not the i?gindOTC ,
Uancy found this pretty hall .
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Review of Lesson VIII
Present words with no clue
not Henny Penny said, "You may not eat it.'
The princess said, "Oh, yes."
then Will Ted he ready then?
it Mr. McGregor found it.
men Father talked to the man.
pretty The tune hox was very pretty.
window There was a funny parrot in the window
oh Y/hen Sally saw Frisk she said, "Qhl"
hall Here is I3ed*s hall.
\-
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I Present words with obvious clue
fly A baby learns to walk, but a little robin
learns to £Ly.
new That book is old, but this one is new.
coat Ann put on her hat and coat.
II Simple flash
coat fly new
III Present words with obvious clue
laughed The little brown bear looked so fanny all
the children laughed.
please The polite child who wants anything always
says, "Please."
so Spring has come, I know I know.




V Present words with partial clue
fly How fast that airplane can fly.
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ne^ These toys are as good as ney
coat May was so cold she put on her coat '.
Present words with obvious clue
hut Tom was unhappy. Everyone had a costume,
hut him,
find I found ten peanuts. How many did you find?
hox A hox that plays tunes is called a music hoz .
Simple flash
hox hut find
Present words with partial clue
laughed When the magician pulled the chicken from
his hat all the children laughed ',
please Shut the door, please
.
so \7hen Jane asked Miss White if the Mayflowers
were out she said, ”I do not think so."
Present words with no clue
fly Some animals can fly .
new Sally* s rihhon is new
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coat Miss Betsy wanted a new coat
.
Z Present words with partial clue
But Country mouse did not like tBe city.
had plenty to eat. But she was afraid
find Pick as many violets as you can find.
Box Jane put her hat Back in the Box.
XI Present words with no clue
laughed When red rooster
he laughed.
saw the grasshopper
please The parrot said, ”Oh, please.”
so The farme r sa i d
,
”Is that so?”
XII Present words with no clue
But Everyone was happy, But Jack,
find What kind of shells did you find?
Box Jack was carrying a Big Box
.
ZIII Present phrases
little Beer had a new coat.
She
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Everyone went to tbe party, "but Father#
Tom thought Trigger looked queer, so he laughed .
Will you please find it ?
The surprise is in a hig hox
38
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Review of Lesson IX
Present words with no clue
coat Little Leer has a new coat.
so Mr. Bullfrog said,”I am sure it is so
.
hox The lion got up on a hig box.
fly Watch the wild ducks fly.
new Andrew saw something new.
laughed How Billy Coon laughed .
please Martha said, "Will you please?"
but All the animals went, but Tabby Cat.




I Present words with obvious clue.
dog Let us frighten Mr. Frog^
Said the little black dog.
was We had a lovely surprise today,
Vrhat do you think it was?
hole The worm went back into its hole.
II Simple flash
hole dog was
III Present words with obvious clue
get Sally* s pet got one ribbon. How many
did yours get?
out It had stopped raining and the sun
come out.
had





V Present words with partial clue
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)icas Sally wanted to know where the
puppy was .
hole Mother mended the hole .
YI Present words with ohTious clue ,
will When the little red hen asked who would
eat the bread all the animals said,
”I will ."
of Do you know what kind of cloth Jean*s
dress is made of?
happy On Christmas day everyone is happy .
VII Simple flash
happy will of
VIII Present words with partial clue
get How many cards did Jean get ?
out Jean opened the door and the canary
hopped out .
came Tahhy Cat gave a party. All her
neighbors came
.
IX Present words with no clue
dog Have you seen my dog?
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hole The mouse jumped, out of the hole ’.
Present words with partial clue
will I know you can learn to swim, if you
will try.
of What do you think Jane drew a picture
£f?
happy 7/hen Mrs. Puck saw her duckling she
felt so happy .
Present words with no clue
get Which costume did Haney get ?
out You may go out .
came Just then the postman came
.
Present words with no clue
will I wonder if Ann will come.
of Billy ran out of the playground.
happy Little Frog was not happy .
Present phrases
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Little Bear ran up in the tree as soon as
the dog came*
The rahbit ijsould not come out of the hole#
Trippy knew the princess was so happy
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Review of Lesson X
Present words with no clue
hole The puppy could not get out of the hole.
came All the animals came.
happy The little elf made the princess happy.
dog Farmer Brown chased the dog.
was I wonder who it was.
get Which puzzle did you get?
out May cannot come out'.
will I hope the hoys will go.
of This is a picture of the farm.
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Present words with oLvious clue «
rain An umbrella helps to keep us dry when
we go out in the rain .
for When the children saw the glass box
on the table they asked, "ViTbat is
it for?"
into Haney poured the milk into a pitcher.
Simple flash
into rain for
Present words with obvious clue
am Is Jane as tall as I am?
city Grandmother lived in the country, but
Tom lived in the city
.
who Miss V/hite said, "Someone is coming
to visit us today. Can you guess who ?
Simple flash
who am city
Present words with partial clue
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for Peter said to the fireman, "Vrhat is
this pole for?"
into vThich hole did the rahhit run into?
VI Present Kords with obvious clue
stopped The traffic light turned red so the
automobile stopped .
girl Robert is a boy, but Roberta is a girl .
that When Mother saw the scratch on the table
she said, "I wonder who did that ?"
VII Simple flash
that stopped girl
VIII Present words with partial clue
am When Miss Jones asked, "\’/ho is going
to collect stamp money this week,
Jane said, ' I am* ."
oity We live in the city
.
who Mother Goat said, "Someone has been
here. I wonder who it was?"
IX Present words with no clue
rain Down came the rain
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for What is the hox for?
into The Pied Piper led the children into
the hili;
X Present words with partial clue
stopped We waited until the hus stopped.
girl The princess was a very unhappy slrl*
that Jean watched the girls making clay
animals, then she said, "I should like
to try that,"
XI Present words with no clue
am Tabby Cat said, "Bo, I am."
city This is a big city.
who Mary knows who did that.
XII Present words with no clue
stopped The parade stopped.
girl Give your ticket to the girl.
that Miss Betsy did that
.
XIII Present phrases
Billy Bump ran out into the rain.
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These flowers are for that g?irl
Do you know who stopped?
Thorn Roser said, am here
The airplane flew over the city

Reviei?f of Lesson XI
Present T^ords with no clue
into Cook put Half Chick Into the pot,








The woodpecker did that .
Trigger does not like the rain
.
This cookie is for Hed,
How happy I am.
The little mouse did not like the city .
Suddenly the car stopped .
The fairy gave three wishes to the girl
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Present vrords with oLvlous cine
could T/hen Goldilocks saw tlie three hears
she ran as fast as she could «
all \7hen you play hall
Rememher taking turns
Makes fun for all ,
say When Jack looked at the broken window
he said, "Oh, what will Father say?"
Simple flash
say could all
Present words with obvious clue
surprise You must not tell Jane about the party
because we want it to be a surprise ,
away In war days everyone saves paper.
Ho one throws it away
.
call "Oh," asked Mother of Paul,
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V Present words with partial clue
could James came home as soon as he could
o
all There are no tulips left, Harriet
cut them all.
say That is all the parrot would say.
VI Present words with obvious clue
noTf Mother said, "You must put yoxn*
toys away right nowV*
they I am looking for the girls. Where are they?
her Joan needs this brush. Will you please
give it to her?
VII Simple flash
her now they
VIII Present words with partial clue
surprise When Donald saw the new wagon he cried,
"Oh, what a hig surprise I"
away All the birds flew away‘.
call The operator asked, "What number did
you call?"
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IX Present TOrds with no clue
could John did what he co uld .
all There were six pigs in all ,
say What did Farmer Jones say?
X Present words with partial clue
now May said, "Would you like to eat your
lunch now?"
they Most animals have the kind of eyes they
need,
her Tahhy Cat dad not want the dog near her .
XI Present words with no clue
surprise The circus was a surprise .
away The rohln hopped away
.
call Which dog did Ted call ?
XII Present words with no clue
now The train will go now ,
they Where are they?
her The fox caught her .
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XIII Present phrases .
They cllmhed on the sled and away they went ,
Don said, "I will call her now ."
Ellen cried, "What a surprise I"
I wish we could all p;o .
What do you think Jean will say?
s
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Review of Lesson 2II
Present words with no clue
say What did Miss White say?
call I am sure Peter will call.
her Tom gave the puppy to her.
could I wonder if Mr. Bullfrog could hear.
all There are forty children in all.
surprise Look around. You may find a surprise
away The birds flew away ‘.
now Harriet may come now.
they Captain Mac asked, "Where are they going?"
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Present words witL oLvioas clue
animals Pigs, cows, horses, i
are all farm animals
eat Sly Fox was hungry.
for something to eat




Present words with obvious clue
old My kitten is two mon
started We got on the train
started.
are Do you know how old
Simple flash
are old





At the zoo we saw many animals
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eat Baby was crying for something to eat ,
ate What a good breakfast Jane ate I
YI Present words with obvious clue
talk The baby is little. She cannot walk
nor talk
.
wish The fairy told Alice to make a wish ',
bird The blue jay is a beautiful bird .
VII Simple flash
bird talk wish
VIII Present words with partial clue
old Red Riding Hood*s Grandmother was very old ,
started The parade had just started ,
are How lovely Mary's flowers are I
IX Present words with no clue
animals Mr. Owl called all the animals
.
eat What do you want to eat ?
ate Bo you know what the goat ate ?
X Present words with partial clue
























Ticish You may go no\:
,
if you wish
bird The cat was trying to catch the pretty bird
XI Present words with no clue
old This cap is old #
started Then the pet show started ,
are How many boys are going?
XII Present words with no clue
talk The animals started to talk '.
wish You may make your wish .
bird Little Frog talks d to the bird .
XIII Present phrases
Then the parrot started to talk'.
”Yes,” said Miss Jones, ”Eirds are animals."
How many popsides did they eat ?
Ezra was not in the parade because she was too old .
Do you know how many cookies he ate?
How Jack had just one wl^
c
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Review of Lesson XIII
Present words with no cine
ate That was Jack*s cap Little Goat ate
.
are How happy the puppies are 1
bird See the big black bird.
animals Come and see the queer an Imal s
eat Grumpy liked to eat
,
old That house is old.
started Then the train started ,
talk Mrs. Squirrel likes to talk .
wish What did Xing Cole wish ?
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Present words with oLyIous clue
just Even if May*s doll is old she loves her
just the same,
rahhit I have long ears and a short tail, I am
a rahb it .
lived That brown house is where Martha lived .
Simple flash
lived just rabbit
Present words with obvious clue
day We try to plan our work and play.
To make a happy, busy day .
garden The boys are weeding their victory garden '.
stay Joan’s little sister liked school so
much that she wanted to stay .
Simple flash
stay day garden
Present words with partial clue
just The twins' coats are just alike.
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rattit Away hopped the rahhit
lived This tree is where the woodpecker
family lived »
VI Present words with obvioiis clue ,
white Mother *s washing looked snowy white ,
very Jack won the game hecause he tried so
very hard*
run A sensible person walks across the
street. He does not run *
VII Simple flash
run white very .
VIII Present words with partial clue .
day The animals went to the garden again
the next
garden The farmer was watering the garden *
stay How late did Bed and Peter stay ?
IX Present words with no clue *
just The party was just fine*
rahh it The frog looked at the rahhit
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Present words with partial clue .
white Raggedy Ann*s dress had been washed
so much it looked almost white .
very We were going to the heach so we got
up very early*
run Billy was so late he had to run
.
Present words with no clue
day It was a lovely day *
garden Haney worked in the garden *
stay Gray Mouse did not wish to stay .
Present words with no clue .
white The clown suits are white
.
very Is your dog very old?
run Edward started to run .
Present phrases
The magician pulled out a white rahhit
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Country Mouse stayed just one day .
The fairies danced in the garden .
The monkey tried to run away .
Do you think the rohins live here ?
Billy Goat said he would stay home
.
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Review of Lesson XIV
Present words with no clue*
lived This is where Billy Coon lived.
stay Boh wanted to stay.
run Please do not run.
just The surprise just came.
rahh it The wolf was watching the rahhit.
day It was a beautiful day.
garden Miss Betsy lived in the garden.
white Raggedy* s apron was white.
very The queen was very cross.
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Present vrords Tfith oLvions clue
.
how Doodles, the puppy, could how.
Tom had taught him how.
his Tom lost his mittens. I wonder if
these are his ?
night Owls see better at night .
Simple flash
night how his
Present words with obvious clue
.
open It is cold in the room. 7/ill you
see if any of the windows are open?
by We were watching the sky
To see the airplanes
As they flew by
.





Present words with partial clue
.
how The little wrens were learning to fly .
Their mother was teaching them how.
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his Jack said that Peter*s dog was not as
hig as his .
night Grandmother is coming tomorrow night ".
VI Present words with obvious cine
again To do something another time means
to do it again .
next ”Oh,” said Rex, ”It is my turn next.”
must Jane did not want to pick up her toys hut




VIII Present words with partial clue
open The school doors were open .
hy The circus parade just marched hy
.
we Sally's class is reading the same
hook as ^ are.
IX Present words with no clue
how John said, "I do not know how."
his Tom lost his shoes
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Present words with partial clue
again The children had such a good time that
they wanted to go again ,
next Miss Peters said, "You may have the
see-saw next
must It is late so we must hurry.
Present words with no clue
open How many boxes did you open?
hy Then the elephants walked hy .
we Tom said, "When shall ^ go?"
Present words with no clue
again May we go again?
next The camels came next
.
must Do you think Curly must come?
Present phrases
When the elephant danced we all laughed
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Ted said the flowers were his surprise
When Bushy Tail saw the lion how he ran
The parade came hy again ,
I am sure this door must open »
The elves came again the nezt night
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Review of Lesson XV
Present words with no clue
night The Rorth Wind blew all night.
we You may go as soon as ^ finish.
must Father said, "Tom must go,”
how Did Bob know how?
his Red said the tools were his
.
open The bird cage was open.
hy All the pigs walked by.
again Peter Rabbit wanted to go agaln‘.




Present TOrds v.lth oLvlous cine
word Jack was so frightened he could not say
a word #
funny At the zoo we saw
A Lrown hear eating honey,
Ee gobbled it so fast
He looked very funny ,
gave Our room gave $3,00, I do not know how





Present words with obvious clue
same The doll was not pretty, but Jane
liked her ^ust the same '.
Mr‘. Your mother is called Mrs, and your
father is called Mr ,
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V Present i^ords with partial clue
word Sally had to guess liary*s word ,
funny The clowns looked so funny ,
gave Don got as many valentines as he gave .
VI Present words with ohvlous clue
him Dick wants this hammer* Will you
please give it to him?
many There are a lot of children in our
room. Po you know how many?
round A circle is round .
VII Simple flash
round him many
Vm Present words with partial clue
same The twins costumes were the sane ,
Mr, ”I am looking for my wife,” said Brown",
doors Please shut the doors .
IX Present words with no clue
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funny May thought the picture was funny
gave See all the pears Farmer Mac gave me
X Present words with partial clue
him Oh, see the poor snow man I The sun
melted him .
many I saw a lot of Mayflowers. Did you
see many?
round The hat hox was round
.
XI Present words with no clue
same These ribbons are the same .
Mr# The parrot belonged to fc. Green,
door Dick went to the door
.
XII Present words with no clue
him Try to catch him .
many The monkey did many tricfes.
round The was round
.
XIII Present phrases
The old witch opened a round door
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Hee-lisw Is- a fanny ^ord
This is the cap the fairies gave him ,
Tom gave the apples to Mr, Green .
Peter and 2iay live in the same city .
At grandmother’s farm saw many animals
'I
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Review of Lesson XVI
Present words with no clue
gave This is the hox Ted gave me.
door Mr, Rox pushed the door.
round The candy hox was round.
word Can you think of a word?
funny Grumpy looked so funny.
same These hooks are the same.
Mr; Little Frog called to Bullfrog,
him Mrs, Squirrel was afraid of him.
many We did not see very many'.
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Lesson XVII
Present words with oIdvIous clue
afraid In his nest little rahhit stayed,
Because of the hear he was afraid .
give Sed gave fifty cents to the Red Cross
o
How much did you give ?
fed "The chickens are noisy," said Red,
"Because they are waiting to he fed ."
Simple flash
fed afraid give
Present words with obvious clue
no When I asked Mother if birds were insects
She said, "Oh, no."
there It is cooler by the water. Let us play
down there
.
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Y Present words with partial clue
afraid When Peter Rahbit heard the owl
he was afraid.
give Mother bought some valentines for
Lucy to give away.
fed The canary would not sing,
because he had not been fed.
VI Present words with obvious clue
some That bread looks very good. May
I please have some.
street A sensible boy is Pete,
He never plays in the street.
test David liked all the animals, but he
liked the bears best.
VII Simple flash
best some street
VIII Present words with partial clue
no When Sally asked Mother if she
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there Peter wants you to p:o over there.
behind Alice nay sit in front and led
may sit behind her.
IX Present words with no clue
afraid The little lamb was not afraid.
give Which basket did Sally ^ive you?
fed Then all the animals were fed.
X Present words with partial clue
some Y/hen Mr. Turkey saw the corn he asked
"Will you please give me some?"
street The puppy ran across the street.
best Jane was trying to do her best.
XI Present words with no clue
no I am sure Miss Green will say, "Ho."
there Mr. Grasshopper stayed there.
behind The turkey followed behind.
XII Present words with no clue
some Mow give the monkey some.
street Tlie ball is in the street
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best Ann’s picture was best .
XIII Present phrases
Do you think Lucy fed the bird ?
What kind of a box did the little man Rive him?
The poor puppy was afraid .
The funny house had windows but no doors .
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Review of Lesoon XVII
Present words with no clue
fed This is the parrot Judy fed.
behind Martha walked behind the ducks.
best Rid Tom do his best?
afraid Uot one bird was afraid.
give What did Edith give you?
no Rid Miss Green say, "Eo?”
there Jack Frost had been there.
some Sally Ann wanted some.
street This is Tom*s street.
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Present \fords with oLvious clue
every When Santa came to school, he gave a
taloon to every girl end a whistle to
every hoy,
help This hox is so heavy we need mere help ,




Present words with obvious clue
sun Tom and Ked had such fun,
Playing together in the morning sun ,





Present words with partial clue
every We should eat a good breakfast
every morning.
help V/e can finish if everyone will help
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put Ted cannot find his ruhhers. Do you
knoYT where he put them?
VI Present words with obvious clue
dance In the show Eed sang a song and Ted
did a tap dance «
heard Said Little Frog to the bird,
”What news have you heard?"
VII Simple flash
heard dance
VIII Present words with partial clue
sun Plants need lots of sun .
shining All the stars are shining .
IX Present words with no clue
every Mrs. Squirrel ate every crumb,
help Charles tried to help ,
put Vrhere did Tom put them?
X Present words with partial clue
dance How softly the fairies did dance .
heard Y/hat was the name of the song we just
heard?
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XI Present words with no clue
sun Mr. Bullfrog liked to sit in the
shining The lights are shining .
XII Present words with no clue
dance Ezra the elephant can dance
.
heard V/hat a good story we heard I
XIII Present phrases
This new pencil will help you
.
That was a jolly tune we heard
.
Peter wanted to know where Jack put the hox
The elves came every night .
The little man danced away
.
Go out and play while the sun is lining
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words with no clue
Red did not rememher where he put
the nails.
The lights on the steeple were shining .
What was the tune we heard?
Taffy ran in every room,
Sally wanted to help .
We sat in the sun.
dance Watch the clown dance
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Oral Reading Inventory Test I
Two Surprises
It v/cis a good day,
Billy was playing ball in the garden.
Something behind him jumped.
Billy looked.
There was a very little old man.
Round and round he danced.
How Billy laughed.
"Good morning,” said Billy.
The man stopped and started to talk,
"Happy is my name,” said he.
”If you will come with me,
A surprise you vd.ll see.”
Billy said, "Oh, no, I must stay here,”
’’Please do,” said the man, ’’You may have
a ride in my new boat.”
So away they ran do^vn the street.
They came to a big hole and dovm they went.
yi-
c'-























Billy helped to open a green door.
What did Billy see?
Here was a little animal city!
He could see many stores, houses and funny animals,
Dogsi Rabbits! Birds!
Every animal who lived here had on a blue coat.
Some had funny red caps, too.
Three white rabbits came out of a house.
They walked up to Billy and gave him a pretty* box,
Billy started to open it.
Just then he heard Mother callj '*Billy, get
up now II













Oral Reading Inventory Test I
T^o Surprises
It was a good day.
Billy was playing Ball in the garden.
Something behind him Jumped,
Billy looked.
There was a very little old man.
Round and round he danced.
How Billy laughed.
’’Good morning," said. Billy.
The man stopped and started to talk,
"Happy is my name," said he.
If you will come with me.
A surprise you will see."
Billy said, "Oh, no, I must stay here,"
"Please do," said the man. You may have
a ride in my new boat,
»
So away they ran down the street.
They came to a big hole and down they went,
Billy helped to open a green door.
What did Billy see?
Here was a little animal city I
He could see many stores, houses, and funny little
animals. Dogs I Rabbit si Birds I
Every animal who lived here had on a blue coat.
Some had funny red caps, too.
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Three white rehhits came out of a house
They walked up to Billy and gave him a pretty h
Billy started to open it.
Just then he heard Mother call, ’’Billy get
up now,”
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Oral Reading Inventory Test II
V/hat Is It?
One day Jack put on his blue cap and coat.
He went out in the garden to play ball mth May,
They heard Mother call.
She said, "Mr, Green wants you to come to his store
Away they went down the street.
They stopped at Billy White * s house
.
He had a nevr boat,
"We must go now," said May.
"We cein not stay here all morning."
So they walked on.
There was the store.
It was little and very old, too.
In the window they could see some funny animals.
Three dogs, tv/o rabbits and many birds.

































"Who is that talking?" said May.
Just then Mr. Green caiae out.
"Look behind the door May," he said.
What a surprise
i
There was a big green bird.
"Oh, myi said May. "This bird can talk."
Then Mr. Green said, "I have something you will
like Jack."
He gave him a pretty box.
Jack started to open it.
Out jumped a Jack-in-the-box.
How they all laughed.

Oral Beading Inventor:^^ Test II
Y/hat Is It?
One day Jack put on his "blue cap and coat.
He Tivent out in the garden to play hall isith May
They heard Mother call.
She said, "Mr, Green grants you to come to
his store,"
Away they went down the street.
They stopped at Billy \/hite*s house.
He had a new boat,
"liVe must go now," said May,
"We can not stay here all morning,"
So they walked on.
There was the store.
It was little and very old, too.
In the window they could see some funny animals
Three dogs, two rahhits and many birds.
One dog danced round and round,
"Come ini Come ini"
"Who is that talking?" said May,
Just then Mr, Green came out,
"Look behind the door May, " he said.
What a surprise I
There was a big green bird.
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”01i, myl" said lu.ay , This hird can talk.
Then Mr. Green said, ”I have something
you will like Jack,
He gave him a pretty hox.
Jack started to open it.
Out jumped a Jack-in-the-hox.
How they all laughed.
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Silent Reading Inventory Test I
1* Mother put the surprise hehind the
day danced door doi?fn.
2, Alice stopped to look in the store
wish who what windows,
3, Jack Rahhit could not find his
next nest now no.
4, The hrown dog is the one I like the
hall hox best hy,
5, Birds, rahhits, dogs are all
ate animals and away,
6, Jerry came to help Mr. Brown every
must may morning many,
7, Father was out in the
get good got garden,
8, How many caps did Alice
have happy here hole? '
9, Mr. Green lived in a funny little
heard house he had,
10, Mother and Alice went to the
city come call can,
11, Jack got a new boat at the
she store stay same,
12, Alice gave the little girl her red
hut blue big ball
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Who wants to go for a
ride rain ran




We must not play in the
say street so
May’s coat is very
play please put
The little dog was
again am afraid
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Silent Reading Inventory Test II
1, Hay lived in a big
could city came can.
2, Jack Rabbit did not stay in his
noTP new next nest.
3, The funny green bird did not say a
walk word wish went,
4, Ivir. Brownes store is very
old on of oh,
5, The little dog was playing in the
get good garden got,
6, I had one ride. How man^^ did you
have home house hole?
7, Alice wanted the ball so she said,
"Pretty," "Put," "Please." "Play."
8, Jack fed all the
afraid animals ate away,
9, The sun comes up in the
night morning man name
.
10, A ball is
ride run rain round.
11, The little girl helped her mother every
do did door day,
12, Will you please open that
window walk who white.
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13, Alice and Jerry's caps are just the
see some saw same,
14, There is a surprise in this
hut hos behind hy,
15, It was the night train Jack
here him happy heard,
16, Jerry liked the red boat
best blue down danced,
17, Mother saw just the coat she
what wanted with will,
18, The dog ran down the
shining stopped started street,
19, Jack put on Father's coat. He looked so funny we
little laughed into liked,
20, Jerry could not find the rabbit's hole
am at again afraid.
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"Survey and Analysis of Methods and
Techniques for Fostering Growth of




"The Range for Visual Attention,
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